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CALM, NOTRE DAME, CALM.
BAPTISTÈRE, LA FLÈCHE, ESPACE VIOLLET LE DUC.
Com´era, ma non dov´era

Drawings by Viollet for the arrow (Dictionnaire raisonné),

ROGELIO RUIZ FERNÁNDEZ,.

The arrow (source: Maps)

INTRODUCTION.
Nine days after the London fire in 1666, Christopher Wren presented his proposal for the
reconstruction of the city, he was the first. Three days after his friend John Evelyn presented
his. It is not a matter of rush, but of reflection, although certainly the new Saint Paul, who did
taula rasa with the old one, is due to the illustrious mathematician Wren. (Note 1)
While it is true that the arrow of Notre Dame that we just lost was an interpretation of Viollet
Le Duc (inspired by the presence of an earlier demolished) its continued presence and the skill
of its author make it a heritage value that we must preserve. Another very different thing is
that for its conservation we use the Gothic Cathedral as "aerial foundations". The cathedral
structure that saw two arrows fall at least, does not need that added weight (500 tons Viollet
le Duc points, with displacements of 20 cm with gusts of wind).
Others, such as the Cathedral of León, had to be dismantled because they added a baroque
vault (although the weight of a stone vault with that of a wooden arrow is not comparable).
The one from Burgos also saw the cimborrio fall once. The arrow of Sainte Chapelle had also
disappeared when Pugin drew it in 1828, and also Viollet-Le Duc and Lassus added the one we
see today. While it is true that in 1452, when Jean Fouquet draws Paris, both show their
arrows,
by
the
mid-nineteenth
century
both
had
lost
it.
In Rouen in 1540, a wooden spire (originally wanted in stone) was built, covered with lead (like
the one made by Viollet Le Duc in Notre Dame) and in 1822 it was burned by a bolt of lightning
that caused a fire.
NOTE 1: London burned down on September 1, 1666, as not to resurface after its ashes, and the architects were willing to do so with much, much urgency. Rassmusen collects
this chronicle: On September 10, when the fire was still not fully subdued, the king received Chistopher Wren, who presented him with a plan for the reconstruction of the city.
Wren must have worked tirelessly, because we know, because he said it himself, that he wanted at all costs to be the first to present his project. On September 13, that is, three
days later, his friend John Evelyn presented his own plan, but found-as he writes in a letter- "that Mr. Wren had already anticipated him" On September 20, Captain Valentine
Hooke took his. Probably more projects will be presented, but they are not known.
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Notre Dame en 1850 without the arrow (photo Edouard Baldus).

Sainte Chapelle without the arrow (Pugin 1828).

If we compare the drawings by Viollet Le Duc with the work done, we see how precise it was
its execution. There is no doubt that a structure like this one of such magnitude, must pick up
the wind and transmit to the rest of the lower structure moments that the inferior trusses
must counteract. In the time of a house, a small leak, which in summer dries, can last many
years,
the
years
of
a
man's
life,
without
producing
greater evils.
In a Cathedral, time is not of man but of God, and an uncontrolled structural element ends up
generating, if not today in two centuries, a problem. Not to mention the attraction of lightning
that an element pointed like this can cause, reason that in León motivated the fire of the cover
something more than fifty years ago (as quoted before). To remake an arrow over the cruiser
is to take a risk again, which if it is not in a hundred, it will be in two hundred years, it will fall
again.
We have been fortunate to keep the sculptures of Geoffroy-Dechaume that were on the
cruising gutter, incidentally in restoration at the time of the fire.
We can not fail to remember when discussing this topic the Campanile of San Marco in Venice,
and the discussions that then took place that finally resulted in the decision that the tower was
made "com'era e dov'era". However, in this Parisian case, we understand that replacing it on
the cruise is another problem, but we understand that rebuilding it (even if it is somewhere
else) is a debt we have with Viollet Le Duc. And do not forget what he said and we are about to
see: The carpentry arrow is a separate, complete work, with its base, floors and roof.
ABOUT THE BOOK: Projet de restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris. LASSUS, VIOLLET LE DUC.
We are fortunate to have the book that Jean-Baptiste Antoine Lassus and Eugene Emmanuel
Viollet-Le-Duc wrote about the restoration project of Notre Dame and so we can clearly follow
the process and care with which they focussed their reconstruction. We explored, as ir is
logical, in the parts in which they refer to the arrow, the main downfall of this misfortune. We
have extracted the following texts:
- To redraw all these devastations is impossible thing; And, besides, who does not remember or
has heard a hundred times? The beautiful wooden arrow of the thirteenth century did not
withstand the revolutionary storm, was knocked down, melted leads, and today in the middle
of the transept have left no more visible than a mutilated stump. The old Christian basilica, so
undressed of everything that religion had gathered for six hundred years, became a temple to
Reason. (LASSUS, J.B/ VIOLLET LE DUC, E, Projet de restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris
1843.pg.25 NOTE 1)

NOTE 2: Retracer toutes ces dévastations est une chose impossible; et, d’ailleurs, qui ne se les rappelle ou n’a entendu les raconter
cent fois? La belle flèche en bois du XIIIe siècle ne résista pas à l’orage révolutionnaire, elle fut abattue, les plombs fondus, et
aujourd’hui le milieu du transcept n’enlaisse plus voir que la souche mutilée. La vieille basilique chrétienne, ainsi dépouillée de tout
ce que la religion y avait réuni pendant six cents ans, devint un temple à la Raison. LASSUS, J.B/ VIOLLET LE DUC, E, Projet de
restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris 1843.pg.25

In Rouan in 1540 a wooden spire (originally wanted in stone), covered with lead (like the one
made by Viollet Le Duc in Notre Dame) was built and in 1822 it was burned by lightning that
caused a fire. The current cast iron spire of Rouen was added between 1825 and 1876. Lassus
and Viollet Le Duc criticize it for the use of foundry where there was wood or stone like this:
The rest, it is enough to convince yourself, take a look at the trials that have been done in this
regard, be it Rouen, for the arrow of the cathedral (LASSUS, JB / VIOLLET LE DUC, E, Projet de
restauration de Notre-Dame of Paris, Paris 1843pg5.)
NOTE 3: Au reste, il suffit, pour s’en convaincre, de jeter un coup d’œil sur les essais qui ont été tentés dans ce sens, soit à Rouen,
pour la flèche de la cathédrale... LASSUS, J.B/ VIOLLET LE DUC, E, Projet de restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris 1843pg5. “

It is also curious, as so many years before Luca Beltrami spoke of his Restauro Storico, here
some of his postulates are written "with the help of old engravings ...", he says:
Then, with the help of old engravings, and above all the beautiful Garneray drawing, we have
rebuilt the central arrow.
LASSUS, J.B/ VIOLLET LE DUC, E, Projet de restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris 1843 pg.9
NOTE 4: Puis, c’est à l’aide d’anciennes gravures, et surtout du précieux dessin de feu Garneray, que nous avons réédifié la flèche
centrale. LASSUS, J.B/ VIOLLET LE DUC, E, Projet de restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris 1843 pg.9

The wooden arrow, covered with lead, that rose over the attic in the middle of the transept,
must also be, according to the drawings and engravings, that can only give us an idea of the
time of the facade, as well as all the carpentry of the great attic. A very curious spire, carved in
the punch that still exists at the center of the strain of this arrow, is enough to fix in a precise
way the time of its construction, as well as that of the trusses, evidently of the thirteenth
century. This arrow, which contained six bells, was destroyed in 1793. (LASSUS, J.B/ VIOLLET LE
DUC, E, Projet de restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris 1843pg14).
NOTE 5: La flêche en bois, revêtue de plomb, qui s’élevait sur le comble au milieu dutranscept, devait être aussi, d’après les dessins
et gravures qui seuls peuvent nous en donner une idée, de l’époque de la façade, ainsi que toute la charpente du grand comble. Un
chapiteau fort curieux, taillé dans le poinçon qui existe encore au centre de la souche de cette flêche, suffit pour fixer d’une manière
précise l’époque de sa construction, ainsi celle de la charpente, évidemment duXIIIe siècle. Cette flêche, qui contenait six cloches,
fut détruite en 1793. LASSUS, J.B/ VIOLLET LE DUC, E, Projet de restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris, Paris 1843pg.14.

We could find some engravers quoted by them, but we have not yet found the drawing by
Garneray to which they refer. We have managed to find some drawings, prior to the
demolition of the arrow, as the following of another engraver that they quote, Israel Silvestre
(1621-1691):

Jean Fouquet 1452 with arrow, Israel Silvestre 1621-1691 arrow before its demolition in 1793, new arrow by Viollet Le Duc 1859.

We can verify that the arrow of Viollet Le Duc is more slender and higher than that
represented by Silvester Israel. The original consists of two equal levels forming a prism before
approaching the spire, while that by Viollet Le Duc has different floors. It seems also that the
original has a smoother finish, while that by Viollet Le Duc adorns the edges with crochet. We
also see that the sculptural richness of the proposal made by Viollet is much flamboyant than
the original, and for that reason it ceases to be original.
ABOUT THE DICTIONNAIRE RAISONNÉ.
VIOLLET LE DUC, EUGENE, Dictionnaire raisonné de l´Architecture Français de XI au XVI siècle Ed. Bance puis Morel 1854-68 (Ed.
Bibliothèque de l´Image Paris 1997).

The carpentry arrow is a separate, complete work, with its base, floors and roof. It is true
that it can be placed on a masonry tower, as were the arrows of the cathedral of Amiens before
the 16th century, that of Beauvais before the fall of the transept, that of Notre Dame de Rouen
before the fire, as it is still the case of the Evreux cathedral; but nevertheless, it is always
distinguished by a particular order, which belongs to it; It is a whole wooden building, perched
on a stone building that serves as a seat... pg. 444-445
NOTE 6 : La flèche de charpenterie est une oevre à part, complète, qui possède son soubassement, ses étages et son toit. Elle
peut, il est vrai, être posée sur une tour de maçonnerie, comme étaient les flèches de la cathédrale d´Amiens avant le XVI siècle,
celle de Beauvais avant la chute du transept, celle de Notre Dame de Rouen avant l´incendie, comme est encore celle de la
cathédrale d´Évreux; mais cependant elle se distingue toujours par une ordonnance particulière, à elle appartenant ; c´est un
édifice de bois, entier, posé sur un édifice de pierre qui luis sert d´assiette …pg. 444-445

Our Lady of Paris possessed a wooden arrow covered with lead, dating from the beginning of
the thirteenth century. This arrow, demolished some fifty years ago, was certainly the oldest of
all those that still existed at that time; his actions had remained intact, at the intersection of
the decks, until recently. pg.445
NOTE 7 : Notre-Dame de Paris possédait une flèche de bois recouverte de plomb, qui datait du commencement du xiii siècle. Cette
flèche, démolie il y a cinquante ans environ, était certainement la plus ancienne de toutes celles qui existaient encore à cette
époque ; sa souche était resté entière, a l´intersection des combles, jusqu´à ces derniers temps. Pg.445

We must think that these carpentries are like a lever, which, if it does not maintain an
unshakable wheelbase, would not stop crushing or dislocating one of the four pillars that serve
as support, on the other hand, in our climate, the strong winds always come from the same
point on the horizon.pg 452
NOTE 8 : On doit penser que ces charpentes sont comme un bras de levier, que, s´il n´est pas bien maintenu par un empattement
inébranlable, ne manquerait pas d´écraser ou de disloquer l´une des quatre piles qui lui servent d´appui, d´autant que, dans notre
climat, les grands vents viennent toujours du même point de l´horizon pg 452

On February 26, 1860, a gust of wind that knocked down a large number of chimneys in Paris,
removed roofs and knocked down some trusses for triangulation, caused the Notre-Dame
arrow to oscillate only about 20 m approximately. top, although the arrow was not completely
finished, and had finished with lead only in its upper part, which necessarily made the
oscillation more sensitive. (nota pg. 453)
NOTE 9: Le 26 febrier 1860, un coup de vent qui a renversé à Paris un grand nombre de cheminées, enlevé des toits et jeté bas
quelques-unes des charpentes destinées à la triangulation, ná fait osciller la fléche de Notre-Dame que de 0. 20 metros environ à
son sommet, bien que cette flèche ne fút pas alors complétement terminée et qu´elle ne fêt garnie de plomb qu´a sa partie
superior, ce qui nécessairement devait rendre l´oscillation plus sensible. (nota pg. 453)

The arrow of Notre-Dame de Paris is entirely built in Champagne oak. (pg.461)
NOTE 10: La flèche de Notre-Dame de Paris est entiérement construite en chêne de Champagne. (pg461)

The trusses of this needle were executed by Mr. Bellu, and the pipe by Messrs. Hermanos
Durand and Monduit. The set, including accessories, weighs about 500,000 kilograms. Each of
the pillars of the cruise could carry that weight without breaking. The twelve statues of the
apostles and the four figures of the symbols of the evangelists that decorate the four valleys of
the transept are copper repulido, models executed by M. Geoffroy-Dechaume.Pg.461
NOTE 11 : La charpente de cette flèche a été exécutée par M. Bellu, et la plomberie par MM. Durand frères et Monduit.
L´ensemble, compris les ferrures, pèse environ 500.000 kilogrammes. Chacune des piles du transept pourrait porter ce poids sans
s´eraser. Les douze statues des apôtres et les quatre figures des symboles des évangélistes qui garnissent les quatre arêtiers des
noues sont de cuivre repoussé, sur les modèles exécutes par M. Geoffroy-Dechaume. Pg.461

PLACE DE JEAN PAUL II, PARVIS NOTRE DAME.

Hotel Dieu y Place Jean Paul II Hyacinthe-César Delmaet (1828-1862)

and Louis-Émile Durandelle (1839-1917) (from

Mision d´Etude île de la Cité, INHA Institute National d´histoire de l´art)

The space in front of Notre Dame, Jean Paul II, is in fact a sventramento that freed that space
before its wonderful façade. It is shaped on its long side by the Hotel Dieu, by the opposite to
Notre Dame closes with the building of the Police. The plans of the Hotel Dieu mark an
element in the center of the square that now does not exist. This building has an axis with
concatenated patios that had to end, on the North side, in a tower above the church that is not
there now (our proposal will generate a perspective axis towards the South).
The south side of the square forms a promenade by the river called Maurice Carême, which
turns to the Seine. On the pavement of the square we can see indicated in stone where was
the old Église Sainte-Geneviève des Ardents (Sainte Geneviève la petite), and the Rue Neuve of
Notre Dame.

Police

Hotel Dieu

Notre Dame

PROPOSAL.
We seek to free the cruiser of Notre Dame from the weight of the arrow (500 tons according to
Viollet Le Duc) and on the other hand to recover, reconstruct it, with the authentic sculptures,
as a tribute to the greatest architect of the 19th century in France and throughout Europe:
Viollet Le Duc. Our proposal situates this structure finished off by the arrow, the new
Baptistery of Notre Dame, in that central point that joins the axes of Notre Dame with the axis
of the Hotel Dieu, allowing the Rue Neuve to pass through the lower transparency. A wooden
structure resting on four cubes of four by four by four meters, of Burgundy stone will rise to
receive on top of this new Paris pyramid, the reconstructed arrow of Viollet Le Duc.
The figures of the evangelists will be placed on the cubes (bull, lion, eagle, winged man) and
from there on the edges of the pyramid will be located the apostles, including St. Thomas
(NOTE 12), who looking at the arrow, represents Viollet Le Duc. This new situation of the
vertical axis, symmetrical with respect to the façade of the point occupied on the transept (as
the baptistery arranges with respect to the cathedral in Pisa for example), axis of Notre Dame
and axis of Hotel Dieu, agglutinates the surrounding architectures, and thanks to its location,
close to the ground (and over the hips, instead of valleys as it was on the gutters of the roof of
the
Cathedral),
it
makes
the
sculptures
more
visible.
Also made of wood there are several examples that are like pavilions especially in France from
the XIII century on, like Saint Pierre sur Dives (sXIII-XIV), Milly La Forêt 1479 or Richelieu 1630
... and smaller and open ones like Mortemart (Limousine), or Belvès (Perigord) that also
represent a historical link with our project.
NOTE 12: It is still curious the choice of the apostle who must put his finger on the wound to believe: "the most rational".

Model by Edouard Corroyer, Carnavalet Museum
Rogelio Ruiz 1991.

Jewish Center Cover, Louis Kahn

Restauration Market in Avilés Proposal.

We do not need, except for the burgundy stone cubes, to add our 21st century pruritus. Even
Le Corbusier, not famous precisely for his conservation of heritage, preserved Notre Dame in
his devastating Voisin Plan. Humility here becomes excellence.

As for the lawful or not of the credible reconstruction, “the false history”, we understand, and
so I have written it in other occasions, that when the fatality, as it is the case, or the war is the
culprit of a destruction its "remake" is more than advisable (Campanile Venice, Warsaw,
Frauenkirche
in
Dresden...).
Since Luca Beltrami made it clear to us in his Restauro Storico, when we have so much
information, as it is the case, of the recently lost element, its reconstruction, having means, as
is the case too, is a must. Of course, you can say that although the flèche is “com'era”,
obviously it will not be “dov´era”, however we have thought, although we admire Viollet Le
Duc, and we offer this Baptistery as his memorial, our devotion is greater by Notre Dame.

Evangelists, Apostles and Viollet Le Duc. (photos Georges Gobet).

The presence that it will have, given the Gothic of the design, will be like the Albert Memorial
in London, another memory of the pointed architecture from the middle of the nineteenth
century. We want a total transparency in the base that does not break the spatial continuity of
the Plaza and that allows us from inside to have visuals to the police building, the Hotel Dieu,
the trees next to the Seine and, of course, the facade of Notre Dame . The huge queues that
form in front of the great sacred space will be relieved, for this space of shade in summer and
without rain in winter.
In the center of the square (which we regularize from fourteen by fourteen meters although
the measurement of the transept is approximately 14.75 x 12.75), there is an element that
protrudes a meter of stone, octagonal (which is a geometry linked to baptisteries and which is
the section of the arrow at its start), which is the baptismal font in the axis of the arrow that
we will see above, full of water, and that allows us to see reflected the entrance of the light of
the oculus that supports the structure of the arrow.

Facade according to Viollet Le Duc.

Edouard Corroyer, Notre Dame´s arrow, Carnavalet.

Open market at Mortemart

CONSTRUCTION.
The weight of the arrow, as we saw, is five hundred tons. It does not escape us that the
situation of the archaeological crypt under the square will suppose a special care at the time of
lowering the piloting of the four cubes that serve as mooring of the upper structure.

Regarding the resolution of the roof of the Cathedral, we look for the situation before the
intervention of the great French restorer. That is to say the calm image that shows the photo
in which the flying buttresses and rosettes do not compete with the arrow. Although, with the
recent tragedy, it is desirable to use non-flammable elements, the solution in wood is the one
that provides the least loads on the structure of the building. We can use zinc cover instead of
lead (note 13), in order to get even lower loads. On the other hand, shoring, recovering the
sunken vaults. And the recipe is great care and a lot of respect ...
NOTE 13: Notre-Dame was covered in lead. Lead has a density of 11.3 grs./cm3 and thicknesses of three millimeters are
recommended for roofing. The zinc has a density of 7.14 grs./cm3, the thickness of the sheet can be 0.7 (THEN IF WE COVER WITH
ZINC INSTEAD OF LEAD, WE LOWER THE LOADS THROUGH THAT CONCEPT AT THIRTY PERCENT PER DENSITY AND IN A SEVENTYFIVE PERCENT THROUGH THICKNESS, THAT IS TO SAY THE WEIGHT WILL BE THE SURFACE BY THICKNESS BY DENSITY WITH LEAD
SX3X11,3 = 33.9 S, WITH ZINC SX7,18X0,7 = 5,022 S, THEN 33.9 / 5,026 = 6.74 IT'S ALMOST SEVEN TIMES LIGHTER THE COVER
WITH ZINC THAT WITH LEAD BY UNIT OF SURFACE, AND WITH A VERY SIMILAR AESTHETIC APPEARANCE .. The tired Notre Dame,
will appreciate it.)

PARISIAN CONCLUSION.
The form of this proposal, which comes directly from the drawings of Viollet Le Duc, is finally
tremendously reminiscent of Paris. Its base and subsequent narrowing reminds us of the Tour
Eiffel, the pyramid shape of the space below reminds us of the new access of the Louvre by
Pei, and in fact, its reconstruction, as Brancusi's workshop was replaced by the Georges
Pompidou Center Square, generates that dependence and independence, of the main building,
which here is Notre-Dame.

Comparison between The Flèche, la Tour Eiffel and the Pyramid of the Louvre, and on the other hand the quoted Albert Memorial.
NOTE 14: We think that Gustave Eiffel probably saw this model by Eduard Corroyer, architect who was disciple of Viollet Le Duc,
and once in charge of the works in Monte Saint- Michel).
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